AP Gov Review

Across
1. Opinion made by the judge who supports the opinion but wants to clarify a point of disapproval
2. Powers held jointly by the national and state governments
3. Special joint committee appointed to reconcile differences when bills are passed
4. System in which states and national governments remain supreme within their own sphere
5. Passage by Congress specifying the amount of authorized funds that will be used in an agency’s use
6. One who achieves unexpected support and success as a political candidate
7. Temporary funding law that Congress passes when an appropriations bill has not been decided before the beginning of the fiscal year
8. Occurs because of past social and economic conditions
9. Federal grants to states or local governments for specific programs or projects
10. Occurs because of laws or administrative decisions by the public
11. Groups of party members that meet to select candidates and propose policies
12. Meeting of party members designed to select candidates and propose policies

Down
1. Large organization that is structured hierarchically to carry out specific functions
2. A procedure for ending a debate and taking a vote in a legislative assembly
3. In which the voters select the candidates who will run on a party’s ticket
4. Major principal of the American system of government whereby each branch of government can check the actions of the others
5. Grants Congress the power to do whatever is necessary to execute its delegated powers
6. Personal freedoms that are protected for all
7. Federal Programs that provides funds to state and local governments for specific programs or projects
8. Federal grants to states or local governments for specific programs or projects
9. Section of Constitution in which Congress is given the power to regulate trade
10. Term in the Constitution describing the U.S. Senate’s power to review and approve treaties
11. Individual that opposed the ratification new Constitution and opposed a strong central government

Across:
1. CONCURRING OPINION
2. CONCURRENT POWER
3. CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
4. DUAL FEDERALISM
5. APPROPRIATIONS
6. DARK HORSE
7. DEFIICIT SPENDING
8. COMMERCE CLAUSE
9. GOVERNMENT
10. CONGRESS
11. CONFEDERATION
12. UNIFIED
13. CAMERAL
14. CATEGORICAL GRANTS
15. ADVISE AND CONSENT
16. ANTI FEDERALIST

Down:
1. Agenda
2. Budget
3. ratification
4. Article
5. Supreme Court
6. Chancellor
7. Judicial
8. Congress
9. President
10. Congress
11. Senate
12. House of Representatives
13. Majority
14. Majority
15. President
16. Congress
17. Court
18. President
19. Congress
20. President
21. Congress